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Recently a new theoretical approach has 

been proposed to understand the anomalous trans

port phenomena in tokamaks [1]. Since the 

origin of fluctt&tions is the plasma pres~ure 

associated with the bad curvature, the improved 

stability and transport is expected in t)e 

region of the second stability against t)e high

n MHO ballooning mode (n: toroidal mode number). 

We present the transport coefficient in the 

region of very weak or negative shear region. 

The eigenmode equation is reduced to the 

ordinary differential equation [1] as 

d F d~ a[ttcos~t(s~-asin~)sin~1• 
------ - + --~--

d~ 1tEF+AF2 d~ t+XF 

- (t+MF) F• = 0. (1) 

In Eq, (1), length and time are normalized to a 

and LAp = a/~O~ini/BP. Notation: s is ~1e shear 

parameter, s = r(dq/dr)/q, q is the safety 

factor, F=1+(s"l-asinm2, ~<:=-(r/R)(l-1/q2) is the 

average well, a denotes the normalized pressure 

gradient, a=-q2tf /e.. 

From Eq. (1), it Is seen that the mode 

becomes more stable when the shear parameter 

becomes very snail or negative. The pot~n~ial 

[t+cos~+(s~-o:sinmsin~] is the driving f;lurce of 
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the h igh-n ba I loon ing mode both tor tne ca:;es 

with dissipation and ideal MHO model. N1en the 

geodesic curvature is small or negative, the 

coefficient (l/2ta-s) becomes larger, so that 

the eigen mode is more strongly localized near 

the origin, ~=0 . This lead to the better 

stability and lower transport coefficient. The 

anomalous transport coefficient is given 

Figure 1 illustrates the contour of the 

anomalous transport coefficient in the a-s 

(2) 

plane [2]. The region of instability against 

high-n ideal MHD ballooning mode is also s~wwn 

by the dashed line. It is demonstrated :hat the 

transport coefficient is reduced in accordance 

with the second stability region. 
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Figure 1: contour of the normalized anomalous 

transport coefficient on the a-s plane. 
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